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A General Introduction 

Globular clusters are gravitationally bound systems typically composed of millions of 

stars in relatively tight orbits around their collective center. These stars are among the oldest in 

the universe, most likely the first large scale systems fonned after the Big Bang. Over millions 

of years, many globular clusters have been "trapped" by the gravitational pull of our own Milky 

Way Galaxy and have continued to orbit the center of our galaxy. During these orbits, which are 

not confined to the nonnal disk of the galaxy like most stars fonned within our galaxy, globular 

clusters can pass through the disk of the galaxy and very near the center of the cluster. These 

brushes with strong gravitational gradients can cause stars near the outside of a globular cluster 

to be pulled far enough away from the cluster's center that it is no longer in orbit around its 

cluster. Over many orbits around the galaxy, a globular cluster can lose many stars in this 

manner. As these stars escape from the cluster, they either gain or lose momentum depending on 

which direction they were ripped away from the cluster. However, they still maintain most of 

the momentum they had with their cluster as it was orbiting the galaxy. In this way, stars begin 

to form ''tails'' on either side of a globular cluster with the leading tail being composed of stars 

which have increased their momentum enough to escape the cluster and are thus "faster" than the 

cluster and the following tail being fonned by stars which have lost momentum and are now 

"slower" than the rest of the cluster. This paper discusses the methods and results of a search for 

these tails around several globular clusters orbiting our galaxy. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

Recent mathematical models and direct evidence have shown that globular clusters are 

stellar systems which react dynamically with their host galaxy's gravitational potential well. 

Globular clusters are gravitationally bound systems of 105 to 106 stars spread over a distance of a 

few dozen to 200 light-years and are among the oldest stars in the universe. It is believed that 

our galaxy is typical with regards to the number and distribution of globular clusters having 

around 200, most of which reside in orbits within 10 kiloparsecs (kpc) of the galactic center 

(Spitzer, 1). Over the course of a cluster's orbit an individual star can obtain a kinetic energy 

which causes it to exceed the escape velocity of the cluster thereby becoming removed from the 

cluster's tidal radius. Over millions of years, large numbers of stars can become removed from 

the cluster's tidal radius in this way. These stars form tidal tails on either side of the cluster 

which are formally part of the galactic halo but are still identifiable as cluster members. 

Globular Clusters 

It is known that globular clusters are among the oldest stars in the universe because of 

their low metallicity and their low turnoff on a Hertzsprung - Russell diagram; coincidentally, it 

is these features that allow the detection of escaped cluster stars. Current mathematical 

determinations suggest that many have ages around or greater than 15xl09 years (roughly the age 

of the universe by many calculations). Their age thus requires that they were formed outside our 

galaxy and have at some point been gravitationally captured by our own Milky Way Galaxy 

when their path through the universe ventured too close to ours. This is also suggested by their 

orbital independence from the galactic plane and the fact that many have highly eccentric 

elliptical orbits. Globular clusters are generally spherical although many have some flattening 
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due to their rotation or interactions with the galaxy but certainly not to the degree of disk-like 

flattening similar to the disk of a spiral galaxy. Observations indicate that most clusters have a 

ratio of minor axis to major axis greater than 0.9 and only a very few are even below 0.8. 

Further, globular clusters decrease significantly in density radially outward from a very dense 

core (some approaching the approximated density of galactic cores) to a relatively sparse outer 

region (Spitzer, 3). The most important radial point for extra-tidal investigation is the 

aforementioned tidal radius, which is defined as the point at which the surface brightness of a 

cluster reaches zero; it is thus also the approximate point at which the gravitational influence of 

the cluster becomes insignificant in relation to that of the galaxy. For this study the tidal radius 

will be considered the definitive boundary between the cluster's gravitational potential and that 

of the galaxy (Spitzer, 15). This is a reasonable approximation considering that near the galactic 

disk the potential of the galaxy becomes much greater than the cluster's very quickly outside this 

tidal radius and as will be shown later it is near and in the galactic disk that most tidal escape 

occurs. The other radial feature significant to this study is the core radius. This is the radius at 

which the surface brightness of a cluster has dropped to half of the surface brightness at the 

center of the cluster (Spitzer, 16). These two radial values are typically compared as a parameter 

called the core concentration factor. This value is the logarithm of the ratio between the tidal 

radius and the core radius (Harris, 1996). Core concentration factor illustrates how densely the 

stars are distributed near the center of a cluster relative to the rest of a cluster which suggests 

how tightly bound the cluster is as a whole; i.e. higher core concentration factor yields a greater 

stellar density near cluster's center and thus suggests that the cluster is more tightly 

gravitationally bound. This intuitively leads to conclusion that globular clusters with lower core 

concentration factors should be more likely to lose greater numbers of stars due to tidal 
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interaction~ than should their high core concentration counterparts. This consequence is one 

which can only be verified in a study such as this one which surveys many globular clusters 

using the same methods. Additional recent evidence also shows that many clusters are mass 

segregated; that the higher mass stars seem to be concentrated towards the inner regions of the 

cluster whereas the lower mass stars tend to have larger orbits. Mass segregation is caused by 

the fact that during a two-body gravitational encounter, the smaller body will gain momentum. 

This additional momentum in the smaller star gives it a larger orbit while the momentum 

stripped from the larger star gives it a smaller orbit (Spitzer, 96). This is also an interesting 

property which should make gravitational escape, specifically of low mass stars, even more 

probable. This hypothesis is supported by recent analysis of Palomar 5 (Pal 5) which has shown 

that the greatest majority of the stars contained in its tails are lower mass stars. Pal 5 has the 

most distinct and well defined tidal tails found to date. It has likely lost well over half of its 

original cluster mass to tidal tails (Koch et al. 2004) Stars in globular clusters have several very 

important commonalities the most important to this study being their composition and age. 

Evidence supports the theory that all stars in a globular cluster were formed from the same gas 

cloud and at the same time (in comparison with the time scale of the universe). These properties' 

uses will be discussed later. 

Internal Dynamics 

The internal dynamics of a globular cluster is extremely complicated and only in recent 

years has the computing power become available to make even moderately realistic simulations 

and predictions of what happens inside globular clusters. The problem inherent to determining 

the mechanics of a globular cluster is ''the gravitational million-body problem;" simply that 
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although the fundamental gravitational mathematical equations may be straightforward, applying 

these to extremely large numbers of interactions becomes extremely complicated even using 

computational methods (Heggie, D., Hut, P. 2003). Since this paper is only concerned with the 

probability of and the mechanisms by which stars can escape the tidal radius of a globular 

cluster, several reasonable assumptions are made for simplification. These assumptions are 

outlined in more detail in Dynamical Evolutions of Globular Clusters by Lyman Spitzer. The 

more important ones to this discussion are that globular clusters will be assumed to be spherical 

and have a uniform radial density change, that the energy associated with the present internal 

interactions is small relative to the total gravitational energy of the cluster and the cluster is thus 

in static equilibrium, and that the age of clusters is sufficient to assume that they are fully 

developed, i.e. there is a low probability of the occurrence of individual energy exchanges large 

enough to give a star escape velocity. With these in mind, the only internal mechanism which 

could cause a star's escape is a combination of many small interactions over time. Star orbits in 

clusters are often very elliptical and gravitational perturbations due to the granularity of the 

cluster's potential can thus have a non-trivial effect on a star's kinetic energy over an extended 

period of time (Spitzer, 17-20). 

Galaxy Dynamics and Tidal Tails 

There are two primary mechanisms which involve the interaction of the galaxy with a 

globular cluster that can cause energy exchange significant enough to allow a star to escape the 

cluster, a process known as gravitational shocking. These two processes are tidal gravitational 

shocking (or tidal shock) and compressive gravitational shocking (Spitzer, 109). Tidal shock is 

the process which works in the same way as the tidal forces between the Earth-Moon system; the 
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galactic potential acts more strongly on the near side of the cluster than the center and less 

strongly on the far side than the center. The force of the galactic potential acting on a single star 

is governed (approximately, but most reliably at large distances) by Newton's Law of 

Gravitation: 

M galaxy m star 
F = G ---"'---':-

r2 

Where Mgalaxy is the mass of the galaxy represented as a point mass at the galactic center, mstar is 

the mass of a single star within the globular cluster and, G is the gravitational constant, and r is 

the distance between the center of the galaxy and the star. The additional force acting on a star 

near the tidal radius can very probably supply enough extra energy to that star to remove it from 

the cluster's gravitational potential (Spitzer, 117-121). While these effects can be non-trivial, 

they are statistically too small to cause the high number of escapes sufficient to form a tidal tail 

with a density similar to that found in the tidal tails of Palomar 5. Energy exchanges sufficient to 

create the statistical likelihood of the escape of large numbers of stars require a mechanism 

called compressive gravitational shocking. Globular clusters whose orbits are smaller than the 

diameter of the galaxy will pass through the disk of the galaxy twice every orbit; this covers the 

majority of globular clusters although some more distant clusters pass through the galaxy only 

once or not at all during their orbits. The amount of time required for the cluster to pass through 

the disk can be very short compared to the orbit of stars on the perimeter of the cluster. This 

means that the shocking effects are more extreme on the outer stars since they are already less 

tightly bound than inner stars and can be thought of as approximately stationary with respect to 

the cluster during time they pass through the disk. During this process, the cluster experiences a 

change from a nearly uniform gravitational field in one direction to a field with a significant 

gradient as it passes through the disk and then arrives at another uniform gravitational field but in 
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the opposite direction from the previous one. This process causes ' 'heating'' of the cluster: a 

general increase in the average internal energy due to disk interactions transferring cluster orbital 

energy to cluster internal energy. This process also causes a compression of the cluster's 

structure (hence the "compressive shocking") which in turn expands the structure in the direction 

perpendicular to the compression. This combination of heating and expansion can cause a very 

significant increase in the kinetic energy of a large number of stars, especially low mass stars 

near the tidal radius. Low mass stars react more dynamically to a change in energy than do the 

high mass stars; the prospect that these tend to lie in the outer regions of the cluster (due to mass 

segregation) even further increases the probability of stars escaping from the cluster potential. 

Clusters whose orbits take them very close to the center of the galaxy can experience 

compressive shocking over even longer periods as they not only pass through the disk but also 

very close to the center of the galaxy, which causes a similar effect to compressive shocking 

(Spitzer, 109-117). After a star escapes the potential of the globular cluster, its position and 

movement relative to the globular cluster are a function of the star's momentum relative to the 

cluster before it was ejected, the cluster's momentum, and the direction of the galactic 

gravitational potential. Although an escaped star is now not gravitationally tied to the cluster, it 

must not be forgotten that the momentum change to remove the star from the cluster is minor in 

comparison to its overall momentum during its orbit around the galaxy. Therefore, even 

removed stars will maintain an orbit similar to their original orbit with the cluster. In this way, 

stars gaining total momentum through their escape from the cluster will initially move into a 

higher orbit around the galaxy (i.e. move away perpendicular to the direction of the galactic 

center), then begin to move in front of the cluster as it orbits the galaxy. Stars losing energy as a 

result of their escape from the cluster will have the symmetrically opposite effect (they will 
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move towards the galactic center and then trail the cluster). As more stars continue to be ripped 

from the cluster and move further away from the cluster, noticeable tails of stars form around the 

globular cluster, on either side of the cluster perpendicular to the galactic potential; thus the term 

tidal tail. 

Purpose and Significance 

The primary purposes of this study are to establish meaningful, effective, and easily 

reproducible means of detecting Globular Cluster Tidal Tails and to examine the characteristics 

of clusters with varying degrees of extra-tidal detection. Additionally, this study should provide 

reasonable justification for the further detailed study of specific globular clusters with tidal tails. 

The benefits of this project are primarily twofold. Near tenn importance is to gain more 

knowledge regarding cluster disintegration time scales and galactic halo formation, both of 

which contribute significantly to our understanding of the evolution of our galaxy. A more 

appealing objective for this research and follow up research, although a more distant goal, is to 

more accurately detennine the movement of globular clusters through the galaxy and precisely 

define their orbits. If the orbits of enough globular clusters can be confined, then the mass 

distribution in the galaxy can be mathematically solved for from Newtonian gravity. 

Discrepancies between this solution for the galactic mass distribution and the direct detection of 

mass in the galaxy by means of visible light can be interpreted as dark matter! At the very least, 

continued research in this area should provide enough information to support or detract from 

current dark matter theories, an exciting prospect in itself. 
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Assumptions of the Study 

That detecting extra-tidal over-densities is a valid indication of legitimate tidal tails relies 

entirely on the assumption that stars which are former cluster members share certain 

characteristics with the stars still in the cluster and that these characteristics can be exploited to 

discern these stars from foreground and background stars that have no affiliation with the cluster. 

The first assumption, then, is that the processes that allow stars to escape from the cluster's tidal 

radius do not in any significant way change the size, mass, and chemical composition of the 

cluster. Since all the stars in a globular cluster were formed at approximately the same time and 

in a small region of space relative to the age and size of the universe, their age and chemical 

composition will all be extremely similar due to the fact that they will have formed from the 

same gas cloud. Further, over time periods much smaller than the age of the cluster, the star will 

only be removed from the cluster by a small distance relative to the axis of the cluster's orbit 

about the galaxy. Therefore, its motion and velocity around the galaxy will not differ 

significantly from that of the cluster. These two properties are examined directly in the 

kinematic study as the abundance (a measure of chemical composition), and radial velocity (a 

measure of movement relative to the earth). These assumptions have direct implications on the 

photometric properties that are utilized in the photometric study. A star has a specific effective 

temperature and luminosity which are functions of its mass and composition. A plot of effective 

temperature versus absolute magnitude is called a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, named after the 

two scientists who discovered it independently. Plotting all the stars in a globular cluster on a 

Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram yields a very unique shape, since globular clusters contain 

stars of all sizes at various points in their stellar evolution but all having the same age and 

metallicity. This shape illustrates stars at every point in their lifetime. These same features are 
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evident on a color-magnitude diagram (CMD) where color (a magnitude subtracted from another 

magnitude) is representative of the effective temperature. Figure 1 is a CMD of M2 which 

illustrates the typical features: main sequence, the turnoff, the sub-giant branch, and the 

horizontal branch. 
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Figure 1, M2 CMD (Lee et al. 1999). This CMD is in tenns of V band 
apparent magnitude and B-V color. An equivalent HR diagram would 
have temperature on the x-axis decreasing to the left and an absolute 
magnitude on the y-axis. 

The main sequence contains stars still in the normal hydrogen burning portion of their 

lifetime; when the cluster is first formed all stars would fall in this line which would extend 

completely from the lower right of the diagram to the top left. As clusters begin to expend their 

fuel, the more massive stars using fuel more rapidly than smaller stars, they begin to shrink and 

give off energy due to a change in gravitational potential energy. As they move up the sub-giant 
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branch they become hot enough to begin fusing hydrogen in their outer shells which causes 

significant expansion. After significant outer shell hydrogen burning, the star has become so hot 

that helium fusion begins in the core; the high energy from core helium fusion and shell 

hydrogen burning causes the star to settle down to the horizontal branch. All former and present 

cluster members will fall on this shape, the fiducial, that the cluster makes on the CMD; it is this 

fact that is exploited in the photometric process. Figure 1 is so "clean" (lacking statistical noise 

from unrelated stars) because its data came from a deep photometric survey dedicated to the 

globular cluster M2 as part of a search for RR Lyrae variable stars in the cluster and was thus 

selective of cluster stars (Lee et al. 1999). Data used for the research leading to this thesis was 

much more general and is thus filled with "noise", stars in the foreground and background of the 

cluster. A CMD created for M2 using all the stars contained in the two-dimensional circular 

radius centered on M2 from SDSS is shown in Figure 2. Most of the important features are still 

obvious but it is easy to see the problems created from a large amount of noise. 

The three biggest differences between using the SDSS data and dedicated cluster data can 

be seen between Figures 1 and 2. Figure 2 contains a large amount of stars to the right of the 

significant cluster features, a very low number of stars in the horizontal branch, and a less 

defined sub-giant branch with much confusion due to excess noise. It is also noticeable that the 

magnitude and color indices are difference (V, B-V versus g, g-r), this is simply due to the filters 

used to take the photometry and is of minor consequence). The large shape to the right of the 

cluster is mostly foreground stars in the plane of the galaxy, the noise at about the same color as 

the cluster which hides the sub-giant branch is primarily composed of halo stars both in front of 

and behind the cluster. Notice that the figures are in terms of the apparent magnitudes, V and g, 

simply a measure of brightness as viewed from Earth, and is therefore no indication of distance. 
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Figure 2, M2 CMD. This CMD was generated from data taken by SDSS, it 
is in terms of g band apparent magnitude and g-r color. 

Definition of Terms 

Globular Cluster - Tightly gravitationally bound systems of millions of stars. 

Tidal Tails - Dense regions of stars near globular clusters which have escaped the immediate 

gravitational potential of the globular cluster but maintain most of their original 

momentum as they orbit the galaxy. 

Photometry - Using CCD cameras to obtain photon counts over a region of the sky which can be 

translated into stellar magnitudes. Photometry is usually done with multiple filters which 
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allow only light of certain wavelengths to reach the camera (the SDSS filters are u, g, r, i 

&z). 

Spectroscopy - Obtaining stellar spectra by sending the light from a star through a diffraction 

grating. 

HR diagram - Hertzsprung-Russell diagram; a plot of absolute magnitude versus effective 

temperature. 

CMD - Color Magnitude Diagram; a plot of an apparent magnitude versus a color (a magnitude 

subtracted from another magnitude). Essentially the same as an HR diagram but does not 

account for distance. This study uses g magnitude and g-r color. 

Kinematics - Study of stellar motions, determined in this case from Doppler radial velocities. 

Fiducial - The shape and area defined by a globular cluster on a CMD used as criteria in the 

photometric search. 

Metallicity - Stellar chemical composition determined from strength of metallic absorption lines 

in the spectrum. 

[FelH] - A logarithmic ratio of the amount of iron present in a star relative to the amount of 

hydrogen in the star and nonnalized so that [Fe/H]sun = o. The unit for [Fe/H] is the 

decimal exponent (dex). 

SDSS - Sloan Digital Sky Survey; five year survey to cover one quarter of the sky, employs 

photometry with five filters and spectroscopy of a large number of objects. 

DRI - Data Release One; the first major public release of data from SDSS contained 

approximately one fifth of the final SDSS coverage. 
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 

The physical processes by which globular clusters lose stars through both internal 

processes and interactions with the galaxy have been known mathematically for more than half a 

century now (von Hoerner 1957, King 1962). The King distribution function has been the 

standard for modeling globular clusters and defining tidal radii, but does not take into account 

high degrees of cluster evolution (King 1962 - 1968). The computational ability to directly 

explore the consequences of fundamental equations for globular clusters on a realistic scale has 

only been around for about two decades. Beginning in the early 1980s, computational methods 

became adequate for numerical studies of systems with many bodies, globular clusters being a 

simple but very large example. These studies were able to reproduce the important internal 

evolution of globular clusters including core collapse and mass segregation (Dolcetta 2004). It is 

commonly believed that the globular clusters in the Milky Way are part of a once more 

numerous population which has been depopulated through both internal and external disruptive 

processes (Murali & Weinberg, 1997). Over the past decade, significant evidence of this 

disruption has been observed. Globular Clusters with Tidal Tails: Deep Two-Color Star Counts 

was the first major work detecting significant deviation from the King model density profiles and 

extensions well beyond the tidal radius (Grillmair 1995). This paper employed color-magnitude 

(photometric) star counts to examine twelve globular clusters. Additional results have confinned 

Grillmair's findings, including Lehmann and Scholz's radial density profiles of seven globular 

clusters and Leon's production of spatial images of overdensities around twenty globular clusters 

(Lehmann & Scholz 1997; Leon 2000). A major observational achievement occurred in 2001 

when Odenkirchen et al. detected large extended tidal tails around Palomar 5 spanning nearly ten 

degrees observed within SDSS (Odenkirchen 2001, 2003). Very recently, NGC 5466 has also 
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been found to have largely extended tidal tails spanning several degrees also using SDSS data 

(Belokurov 2006; Grillmair & Johnson 2006). In addition to observation of extended tidal tails, 

several computational studies have been able to reproduce tidal extensions on the scale of recent 

discoveries (Combes 1999; Dehnen 2004; Dolcetta 2004). Notable in observational evidence has 

been the "clumps" within the tails. The tails are not uniformly dense throughout their length, but 

have peaks in density at various distances from the cluster center. Combes and Dolcetta have 

been able to reproduce these clumps, most notably Dolcetta's work which focused on accurately 

reproducing the tidal tails of Palomar 5 based on observational evidence. 
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY 

In an effort to establish meaningful, effective, and easily reproducible means of detecting 

globular cluster tidal tails, two methods have been examined in detail, each providing distinct 

advantages and disadvantages. The first method employed was a search for high probability 

cluster stars based on kinematic similarities, using spectroscopic data. The other method strictly 

utilizes the photometric data to search for stellar over-densities above the halo mean to suggest 

the presence of tidal tails. 

Data Collection and Instrumentation 

With the exception ofNGC 6934, all the stellar data at and near the clusters comes from 

the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). The SDSS images are taken using a dedicated 2.5m 

telescope at Apache Point, NM. Its end goal is to cover one quarter of the sky during 5 years 

with detailed photometry, making it the most ambitious sky survey to date. In addition, it will 

take spectra of approximately 185,000 stars. All this raw data from the CCD cameras is run 

through a set of imaging pipelines, which reduces the data to usable information including 

photometric magnitudes in five different band passes and makes a distinction between stars, 

galaxies, and other celestial objects (SDSS). This data has been released to the public by SDSS 

in 5 major Data Releases. Data Release 1 (DRI) contained approximately the first year's worth 

of data and covered only a small portion of the sky. The initial photometric survey considered 

only DRI, the ongoing photometric survey is complete through the most recent release, DR4. 

The reduction of stellar spectra to obtain radial velocities (from Doppler shift) and abundance 

(from various metallic absorption lines compared to hydrogen absorption lines) was done by Dr. 

Ron Wilhelm, Dr. Timothy Beers from Michigan State University, and Dr. C. Allende Prieto 
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from the University of Texas at Austin. The two filter photometry for NGC 6934 was taken and 

reduced by Dr. Ron Wilhelm from Texas Tech University at the University of Texas at Austin's 

McDonald Observatory 0.8m telescope. Two adjacent, overlapping frames were taken using the 

CCD on the 0.8m. Parameters for each globular cluster including coordinates, tidal radius, 

abundance, and radial velocity come from the Catalog of Parameters for Milky Way Globular 

Clusters (Harris 1996). 

Cluster Selection and Description 

The original kinematic survey was completed using only clusters with spectroscopic data 

contained in SDSS Data Release 1. For the photometric surveys, only clusters whose tidal 

radius was included in the SDSS footprints could be used, since the fiducials were defined from 

the CMDs of the stars within the globular cluster's tidal radius. Through SDSS Data Release 4 

(DR4) the clusters inside the data footprint include M 2, M 3, M 13, M 15, NGC 5466, NGC 

2419, Pal 3, Pal 5, and Pal 13. Of these, Pal 3, Pal 13, and M13 do not have sufficiently deep 

photometry or are too near the edge of the data for a reasonable study at this time. NGC 6934 

was also surveyed as data had been previously taken for a similar purpose. 

10 Name [Fe/H] v_r c ct 
Pal 5 -1.41 -58.7 0.70 16.28 
NGC 5466 -2.22 107.7 1.32 34.24 
NGC 2419 -2.12 -20 1.40 8.74 
NGC6934 -1.54 -411.4 1.53 8.37 
NGC 7089 M2 -1.62 -5.3 1.80 21.45 
NGC5272 M 3 -1.57 -147.6 1.84 38.19 
NGC 7078 M15 -2.26 -107 2.50 21.5 

Table 1, Cluster Parameters (Harris 1996). [FelH] is the IronIHydrogen 
abundance, nonnalized to [FelH]sun = 0, v_r is the heliocentric radial 
velocity (km/s), c is the core concentration factor, 10g(r_tJr_c), and r_t is 
the tidal radius (arcmin). 
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Data Analysis 

Two independent and complimentary methods have been explored thus far. These 

methods are a kinematic search, derived from spectroscopic data, and a photometric approach 

which directly employs the photometric data and requires minimal reduction. To improve the 

quality of the photometric search, abundances were also predicted for the clusters contained in 

SDSS. The five Sloan filter bands provide good contrast and specifically placed band passes, 

which make it particularly well suited to this endeavor. 

Early Kinematic Search 

This technique was used to attempt to identify individual stars from the SDSS 

spectroscopic data which are likely former cluster members. Stars that fell within several 

degrees of the cluster in galactic latitude and longitude, met a broad cut in color and magnitude, 

and fell within generous uncertainties in abundance and radial velocity were plotted in galactic 

latitude and longitude and their proximity to the cluster was observed. The uncertainty in radial 

velocity was 25 km/s and the abundance uncertainty was a function of the abundance, 

determined by fitting a polynomial curve to estimations of uncertainty at various abundances. 

The minimum uncertainty was ± 0.25. The abundance's negative and positive error margins 

were determined by fitting the uncertainty in metal abundance as a function of metallicity. The 

resulting third order polynomials are: 

£neg = 0.2128[FelH]3 + 0.3157[FelH]2 + 0.1568[FelH] - 0.2469 

Epos = 0.0311 [FelH]3 - 0.0152[FelH]2 + 0.0011 [FelH] + 0.2597 
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Photometric Search 

This technique divides the area around a cluster into uniformly sized bins and counts the 

number of stars in each bin that match the cluster's fiducial and fall below a cut-off in 

photometrically predicted abundance. The fiducial area is detennined by plotting the stars inside 

the tidal radius on a CMD with a color cut-off (typically around g-r = 1) high enough to contain 

the cluster stars but exclude a large portion of foreground galactic-disk stars which are redder 

due to the inclusion of the large population of M-dwarf stars (small, faint stars). This CMD is 

binned into .1 dex in magnitude by .05 dex in color; the number of stars in each bin provides a 

three-dimensional histogram. This histogram is smoothed by a 25-pixel (J = 1 Gaussian kernel. 

A Gaussian curve is then fit to each .1 dex magnitude row and the fiducial area is defined for 

each magnitude row at color J.1 with a width of ± (J. There is significant error in the 

photometrically predicted abundances, on the order of 0.8 to 1 dex. The cut-off in abundance 

then is typically [FelH]c1uster + 1; stars with a larger [FelH] abundance are not counted. The 

spatial bins then contain the number of stars falling within the fiducial and below the abundance 

cut-off. From this, a mean and standard deviation are calculated. The three-dimensional 

histogram with height, sigma above mean, and spatial axis (right ascension and declination for 

SDSS clusters), is then smoothed with the same 25-pixel (J = 1 Gaussian kernel that the CMD 

was smoothed with. The resulting matrix is plotted as a density plot, densities of (J > 3 over the 

median indicate a significant over-density, typically suggestive of tidal tails. The advantage to 

this method is that it counts individual stars to measure over-density, so it is a straightforward 

process directly indicative of the likely number of tidal tail members. 
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Photometrically Predicted Abundances 

Chemical abundances in a star are typically detennined by examining the emiSSIOn 

spectrum of a star and measure the breadth and depth and various emission lines which 

correspond to known emission lines of various elements. The abundance metric used in this 

study is [FelH], ironlhydrogen abundance. Knowing a star's abundance is a valuable tool for 

researching membership to a globular cluster as all members would have the same abundance. 

However, it takes a much greater amount of time to take even a handful of stellar spectra than it 

does to obtain photometric data over a whole region of the sky by means of astronomical CCD 

cameras. So, if one could predict or estimate a star's abundance from photometry, it would take 

far less time and effort to obtain the abundance than by taking spectra for every star. The 

photometrically predicted abundances used in this study are determined from four SDSS colors, 

using a neural network trained from a large SDSS sample of spectroscopic abundances. Typical 

uncertainties are on the order of 0.25-.4 dex in addition to standard abundance uncertainties 

which are also on the order of .25-.35 dex (Beers 2005, private communication). 
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CHAPTER IV : RESULTS 

Although the results from the initial kinematic survey proved largely inconclusive due to 

the low number of stars which have spectroscopic data, the photometric attempts since then have 

proven quite successful. Palomar 5 has been used as a bench mark while writing the routines to 

process the data since it has such well defined, easily detected, and published evidence for tidal 

tails. The images of the clusters are the final surface density images from the photometric 

survey. The axes are right ascension and declination and the z value (shaded value) is the 

number of sigma above the background. Most images range from a = 0 to a - 8, a few images 

however begin at a = 1 to help clear up stronger background noise and more clearly defme the 

significant overdensities greater than a = 2. For all images, the separation between color levels 

is 1 a. All clusters except NGC 6934 have their published tidal radii marked as a dashed line; 

NGC 6934's x and y coordinates are still in pixel space so its tidal radius was omitted. For most 

of the clusters the tidal radius is near the point where the detection strength approaches a = 7. 

The notable exception is NGC 5466 which, from our data, seems to have a much smaller tidal 

radius than the published value. 

Extra-tidal Structure and Core Concentration Factor 

After examining the results of the photometric survey as a whole, a pattern in the results 

began to emerge. It became apparent that clusters with lower core concentration factors, c, are 

more likely to show extra-tidal over densities. It was reasoned in Chapter 1 that this pattern is 

intuitive through the definition of the core concentration factor. This observational result, 

however, is significant as a verification of the assumption and as reasonable justification to focus 
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future efforts on clusters with a low core concentration factor rather than spending excess time 

on clusters which are unlikely to have tidal tails. 

NGC 2419 

Early kinematic results for this cluster actually seemed hopeful; several stars near the 

cluster but outside the tidal radius were detected. However, follow-up with the photometric 

processes has yielded little in the way of further support for extended tidal tails although there is 

significant evidence of some extra-tidal protrusions. NGC 2419 lies at nearly 90 kpc from earth 

making all but the brightest stars difficult to detect. Because of this large distance, the minimal 

detection made thus far with the photometric search and the kinematic search sustain hope for a 

future survey with deeper photometry to detect tails more clearly. 
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Figure 3, NGC 2419 Density Contour Plot 
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Galactic Coordinate. for NGC 2419 
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Figure 4, NGC 2419 Kinematic Results, Galactic Coordinates. The largest 
diamond shaped points outside the error bars near the cluster (which 
actually indicate the tidal radius) are stars with the highest probability of 
being fonner cluster members. 

NGC 5272 (M3) 

The correlation between the core correction factor and the detection of over-densities had 

already become apparent before M3 was run through the program. M3's very high core 

concentration factor leads one to believe then that it should show little to no extra-tidal over-

densities. This is indeed exactly what was found. No variation above 2 sigma over the mean 

was detected outside the tidal radius. 
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Figure 5, M3 Density Contour Plot 

NGC5466 

NGC 5466 is a particularly exciting cluster in that not only is it very metal poor, which 

allows for even greater levels of detection, but it also has a very low core concentration factor. 

Moreover, it lies at a relatively close distance, which means most of the cluster lies well within 

the detection limits of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. The extra-tidal signal extending to about 

1.5 tidal radii on either side of the cluster are nearly 3 sigma above the background. 

Additionally, there are at least two significant clumps peaking over 2.5 sigma, one at 

approximately 1.50 from the cluster's center in the southeast direction and the other at about 40 

from the cluster's center. 
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Figure 6, NGC S466 Density Contour Plot 

NGC 7078 (MJ5) 

Similar to M3, MIS shows almost no signal outside the tidal radius above 2 sigma. In 

fact, initial runs of MIS with earlier versions of the photometric search yielded absolutely no 

signal above the background outside the tidal radius. More recent results suggest the possibility 

of minimal extra-tidal features. The possible protrusion is not likely to be any truly significant 

tidal tail due to MIS's very high core concentration factor and the combination of the facts that 

its very low metallicity and reasonably close proximity to the Earth should make it easy to detect 

escaped cluster members if they were present. 
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NGC 7089 (M2) 

M2 is an interesting cluster in that it is nearer to the plane of the galaxy than the other 

globular clusters in this study. This significantly increases the noise in the area and makes it 

much more difficult to detect over-densities. However, despite the high degree of noise and the 

relatively thin data strip containing M2, there is significant evidence of extra-tidal structure but it 

is lacking in clarity due to the high degree of noise. The strong extra-tidal detections in addition 

to high noise make M2 a prime candidate for spectroscopic follow up. Kinematics will definitely 

detect or eliminate the possibility of tidal tails around M2. Detecting distinct tidal tails around 

M2 would be very significant due to its higher core concentration factor, so extended tails would 

seem contradictory to the current pattern. 
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Palomar 5 

Palomar 5 was the first cluster for which very strong (published values as high as 6 sigma 

above the background) and significantly extended tidal tails (stretching approximately 2 kpc on 

either side of the cluster, a 10° arc when viewed from earth) were detected (Odenkirchen 2003). 

It has since been estimated that nearly half of Palomar 5's original mass may now lie in its tails 

outside the tidal radius (Koch 2004). The initial photometric runs clearly find these tails at levels 

much greater than 3 sigma above the background and stretching nearly the full published length. 

A gap in the data to the northeast of the cluster prevents detection of the tail in that area. 

The results from the early kinematic survey seemed optimistic at first, until the tidal tails 

as detected by Odenkirchen et al. were overlayed on the kinematic results. While over a dozen 

stars had initially been detected as likely cluster members, none of these fell directly inside 

detected tidal tails, although several fell quite close. This discrepancy, however, casts a shadow 

on the validity of this initial kinematic search. The number of stars with spectroscopic data is 

simply too small to establish anything conclusive based solely on kinematics. 
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NGC6934 

NGC 6934 is an interesting cluster most notably within a kinematic search. Its extremely 

low radial velocity (-411.4 krn/s versus a cluster mean in that direction on the order of - -100 

krn/s) would make any stars found near its radial velocity almost certainly former cluster 

members. As a precursor to a likely kinematic follow up, two images from the McDonald 

Observatory 0.8m telescope were used to look for extra-tidal evidence. Detection levels near and 

above 3 sigma appear to the lower left of the cluster in Figure 11, some as far away as three tidal 

radii. 

NGC6934 
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Figure 11, NGC 6934 Density Contour Plot 
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Kinematic Results as a Whole 

While kinematics did prove inconclusive for detecting tidal tails due to the small amount 

of available data, combining the results from several clusters did yield validation for the 

technique overall. For all stars which fell within the broad initial color-magnitude cuts for all 

clusters, the difference in abundance (between the stars and the cluster it was being tested for) 

was plotted versus the difference in radial velocity. If there were no correlation between the 

stars and the clusters, then this plot should be significantly more uniform. However, the fact that 

there is a much greater density in the lower left comer, stars with a small difference in both 

[Fe/H] and radial velocity, would suggest that there is indeed a correlation between the stars and 

the globular clusters. 
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Figure 12, Collective Results from DRI Kinematic Survey 

Additionally, to see if the number of detected cluster stars was even significant enough to 

suggest any over-density, the number of stars detected was compared to the number of stars 
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predicted by a model assuming no globular cluster presence in the galactic halo. This sample 

was modeled by using the assigned uncertainties in [Fe/H] and an uncertainty of 25 kmls in the 

radial velocities. The model assumed a zero-rotation halo with a dispersion of 100 kmls. The 

abundance was modeled using the metallicity distribution function from Subdwarf Studies: III 

(1991). These results are displayed in Table 2. 

Cluster Number olstars {eredicted~ Number olstars (actua/~ 

M72 1.2 2 

M13 2.3 0 

NGC 2419 4.6 (11 - 2 in tidal radius) 

M5 9.0 19 

Pal 5 12.1 24 

M92 13.5 12 

Pal 3 3.7 1 

Total 46.4 69 

Table 2, Predicted Versus Actual Number of Stars in Kinematic Survey 

Figure 12 and Table 2 suggest that the kinematic study overall was indeed a success and that 

future such studies should be much more effective for individual clusters provided that more data 

is available. 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 

Limitations 

The limitations to this study are twofold. First are the limitations inherent to the data 

itself due to the collection methods and technological limits. The second type of limitation is 

due to the procedures used to search for the overdensities. 

One limitation to this study, and any large study such as this, is the lack of completeness 

in the data. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey chose to stay away from the disk of the galaxy since 

their main goal was extragalactic study. Most of the galactic globular clusters, however, are 

nearer to the plane of the galaxy and thus skipped over; a greater number of clusters would 

increase the overall statistical significance of the study and provide additional information to use 

as justification for follow-up study. Further, limitations in the CCD cameras used put a 

maximum faintness on detectable stars. Many of the globular clusters are very near this 

maximum value, prohibiting the creation of a full and accurate fiducial for those clusters. The 

final observational caveat is the intrinsic difficulty and time consumption required to obtain and 

reduce large numbers of stellar spectra. Ideally, one would search for tidal tails based solely on 

accurate radial velocities and abundances derived from spectroscopic data. This would give an 

exact number of stars which are former cluster members and would have a high degree of 

certainty. The photometric search only yields an approximate number of stars which have a high 

likelihood of being former cluster members, while the low numbers of stars currently available 

with spectroscopic data make any statistical determination based on kinematics essentially 

random. 

The other limitation is that this method is that it does not take full advantage of all the 

information possessed in the CMDs of the data as a whole. This is corrected in a technique 
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called Matched-Filter Analysis. This process, which is currently being pursued, but was not 

finished in time for this thesis, uses a filter which maximizes the differences between the 

cluster's CMD and the background CMD. The background is assumed to be some area near 

enough to the cluster to prevent significant density gradients, but far enough away that it is likely 

to contain a minimal amount of cluster type stars. Optimizing the differences between the two

dimensional probability distribution inside the tidal radius and the two-dimensional probability 

distribution outside the tidal radius provides a filter which effectively indicates the probability 

that a star with any given set of CMD indices is a cluster member. Summing these probabilities 

yields an effective number of cluster members for any area on the RA, dec spatial grid. 

(Odenkirchen 2003, Rockosi 2002). 

Conclusions 

Though dealing with limited amounts of data and rudimentary processing techniques, the 

results, photometric and kinematic, are certainly significant of a degree to legitimize continued 

search for globular cluster tidal tails. Further, high sigma detections around NGC 5466 and M 2 

are significant enough to justify spectroscopic follow up of individual stars near the cluster in the 

high-density regions. 
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